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Table 1 – Overview of the superordinate and subordinate themes with 
components identified in analysis of interview transcripts. 

Superordinate: Feeling and Being ‘Different’ 

Subordinate

Metaphoric
Worlds

Perspective
and Attitudes 

towards
Substances

Interpersonal 
Relationships

Crime and 
Associated
Behaviour

Professional
Contact



Analysis

Feeling and Being ‘Different’ 

“You’re just different you know and it’s a two way thing, you 

feel differently and you get treated differently”



“…and if you think about the posters that were out at that time, 

posters were stereotypical drug users…they were dirty people 

who looked scruffy with their mom’s wedding ring in their 

hand and that wasn’t me and I wasn’t them” – 

‘looked scruffy’



“..they’re on heroin…coming to get their syringes and things…I 

was trying to perceive what Clare has to see people everyday

 … is that how she’s going to perceive me..” 



Table 2 – Summary of the Super ordinate illustrated by participant quotes 

Feeling and Being ‘Different’

Theme Components Example Illustration 

“my kids are immaculate, 
then…this girl’s got these kids 

theym riffy I know 
for sure she’s using drugs, I 
thought how dare you keep those 
kids, give them to somebody 
who’ll look after them…” – 

 “People lamp  drug users 
together but you know there’s 
different types of drug users and 
there’s different groups within 
that and there’s a different 
hierarchy almost...”

“I’m a drug addict for God’s 
sake”  -

“ they just think I’m a smackhead”

“… for you not to know me, you’re 
probably thinking oh well, you’re 
just a smackhead...”  - 

“I probably would have gone through 
school, got a job… normal stuff I 
suppose”  -

“I used to be… an assistant manager of a care 
home…I used to be somebody”  - 



“I want to be a drugs counsellor…I’m not old, I’m 

young, I might have wasted so,   at least people at 

the school can

say she used to be a drug addict, but she’s a bloody 

drug’s counsellor now!…” 

“…I’ve never really bin a heroin addict…I know I’m on 

methadone…I’ve been on it a while but, I gone onto  that 

because I had a bad shoulder from break-dancing….. 



“…the whole time of my drug use, I’ve managed to keep 

myself looking a lot healthier than most people, you know 

what I mean?” 

“…I couldn’t handle the way things had changed, how 

everyone had changed and I hadn’t changed, hadn’t grown 

up really, I was still like a kid but like in an older person’s 

body like…” 



‘normal’.

“…you like to think you’re not them 

because I’ve got a job, a house and everything…but then 

again, the root cause of the problem, I’m the same as them if 

you know what I mean?” 

Metaphoric Worlds 



“…I mean, you know, my cousin was glue-sniffing and 

smoking dope and I knew this person who was doing that and 

speed and all the rest of it you know, then my neighbours 

around the corner were selling speed…so then I started 

taking speed…it was very easy”

“…I’ve never had to do that…I’ve always, most times I’ve 

always had it brought to me” 



“…We did have real ones but we decided not to use them…cuz 

like where we was living at the time… there was a lot of 

shootings and stuff and we’d seen them because we was in a 

gang down  we’d seen a few people get shot… 

me and me mate said, no, we’re not going to use a real one in 

case it goes off or something…” 



“…It was like if I wanted to, if I had no money I could go up to 

… Karl and say I’ve got no money…he’s give me 50 of acid

tabs without giving him any cash and he’d say bring me 

back 75 quid and whatever you make on top, you can keep…so 

that’s how I could make my money instead of me going 

burgling and doing things like that” 



Table 3 – Summary of the Subordinate Theme 1 illustrated by participant quotes

Subordinate Theme 1 – Metaphoric Worlds

Theme Component Example Quote 

“…you start becoming aware of this 
different world really and you start 
losing sight of the other world that you 
lived in you know… it’s almost like I’ve 
lived in different worlds… So the things 
that you might tap into normally, you 
start to resent and feel quite envious and, 
it almost, it almost, you know, it really is 
closing the walls around you really… 
and you start shutting the outside world 
out you know…” - 

“It was just instant like, just a phone call 
like…I knew people from, who still sell 
drugs and everything and that from like 
years ago and that like…and it was just 
like I’ll go and get the money out the 
bank and get a massive bag of drugs 
like…”  

“…cuz I’d been in a gang, I’d been with 
people like, been in cars and been doing 
robberies and stuff, so I’d sort of seen 
like…what goes on and that, so it was 
like, it was like that was what was going 
wrong at the time; everyone was like 
doing robberies everywhere…”

“…because all of the people you become 
involved with are drug, are heroin users 
you know…It does become more 
normal…that becomes the norm and 
when you step outside of that, it feels 
fucking weird…”  -



“…you got your family and your normal life and then you’ve 

got your drug life you know, that’s it, like with me, my mom 

knows about it but none of my family know about it…we are a 

close family” 

..and go on a mad one, disappear for a week and go on a major 

binge”



“…My mom came to this hostel one day and erm, I’d just 

scored and I was trying to inject myself and she knocked on the 

door, she’d got Ryan  with her, and my dad was 

with her and I pulled the needle out because I hadn’t got myself 

yet, opened the door and said look you’re going to have to wait 

in the car because I’m having a hit…”

“…I slowly started to come back into the, this world that 

everybody else lived in an’ I found it extremely difficult at 

first…I would speak to neighbours…it would batter my head, 

I’d think fuck, is this all life is?... is this what people do?...” 



“I was able to wash my face in a sink…buy sanitary towels when I 

was on a period…even paying a bill, if I paid a bill I’d feel really 

like fucking go on! getting Ryan up for 

school…getting him to school on time that was massive! Look at 

me being a real Mom! 

Perspective and Attitudes towards Substances 

to feel a bit fluffy’.



“…I felt really, absolutely devastated…on the third night he came 

back….it was about 1 in the morning…I was so pleased to see him and 

er, I came down the stairs and opened the door and he said if you 

have, have a go, have a hit, you’ll know why I take it because you’ll 

know what it feels like” 

“I didn’t have a clue about drugs, I just thought it was 

something…that we all had to do…part of…growing up” 



weekends simply became longer’



Table 4 – Summary of the Subordinate Theme 2 Illustrated by participant 
quotes

Subordinate Theme 2 -  Perspective and Attitudes Towards Substances

Theme Components Example Quote 

- I was doing it as a sociable thing...” – 

“…my perception of drugs, using drugs
was just an enjoyment on a weekend, a 
release…just like you go on a Friday we’d 
go out, we’d get hammered and drugs 
would be involved but then on Monday 
we’d be back at work...” 

“…basically I started using drugs as 
recreational...”  - 

“…turned out I had a habit and I was 
using it to blank things out, bad things 
and that...” – 

“I must admit I’ve been taking a lot of 
speed… but that’s only because I feel 
like I need summat  to perk me 
up…You know to give me a lift, give me 
a pick-up…”  - 

“… I mean I’d never ever use heroin… 
I’d use cannabis, I’d use ecstasy, I’d use 
speed but you think oh they’re alright 
drugs…”   -

“… if people drink everyday or, are 
alcohol dependent you know, it’s a very 
them and us thing…a real separation, 
ugh they’re dirty smackheads really…”



Interpersonal Relationships 

‘really good upbringing’

‘tighter than tight’ ‘an ordinary family from 



“…I was neglected in a way…My mom went to live with a 

woman, a woman, was a lesbian… all my life growing up, my 

dad hated me and I mean despised me… found out when I was 24 

that he weren’t their real dad, my brothers…he was only my real 

dad…”

unique and close’



“…my relationship was so heavily involved in it that if I, if I 

stopped one I would have to stop the other…I adored him…I 

just couldn’t imagine being without him” 

“…my girlfriend I was with used to give me money and then 

she ran out of money to pay for the drugs…that led me to not 

being able to buy any more drugs off the bloke in 

prison…it just had to stop like” 



because of a woman

“ …smoking cannabis every day erm, anyway went 

and bought a house er, with a girl, went wrong and started 

using like cocaine like a lot more and more, started smoking 

more cannabis, drinking a lot more” – 

“ I’d always said that while I was with this girl, Lucy, I’d 

never ever do pills…but when I broke up with her, I started 

doing pills and that then, I tried crack and I did crack for 

about 12, 12 months before I tried doing gear” – 

relationship

blaming



Table 5 - Summary of the Subordinate Theme 3 illustrated by participant quotes 

Subordinate Theme 3 -  Interpersonal Relationships

Theme Components Example Quote 

“I’ve had a very good upbringing you know” - 

“…being, being er, arrested has bought it all to a head 
like where it’s made me take stock a bit and I’m hold 
on, I need to grow up here…start acting my age and 
that cause it’s not about me no more, it’s about the 
baby and that like …” - 

“…I felt guilty about things that I did erm, but it 
wouldn’t stop me from doing them...because you feel 
er, that nothing should be more important than your 
children almost but it was...”

“..I was already doing, snorting coke with my husband 
but he went to gaol and the one day I said to my 
brother, get me some coke…”  - 

“…so when Laura left... I just went home and got 1500 
quid out and I just went and bought loads of drugs…”
-

 “…there’s not one person in this world that I trust 
and never will trust of my mom…all my 
mom’s kids are drug addicts…”

“…I found my real dad, he’s a, he’s just a waste of 
space, he’s just an alcoholic, he’s got about another 
30 odd kids…”

“…You know what mom’s are like, she said I’m not 
bothered about the drugs… obviously she’s gonna be 
but she said it…to make me feel better… she said look 
just as long as your alright…but that’s what moms 
are…like, ent  they?...” 



“…if I got someone pregnant…that might be what I needed to 

kick me up the arse an’ get off the gear…I like to think that, 

that would be enough for me to stop it” 

“Yeah, I’m trying to do things right because I’ve got a 

daughter…I want her to have a life not like I’ve had a life” 



“My relationship went wrong with my ex-girlfriend…cuz I 

was on drugs and that, I made the choice at the time to walk 

away and try and sort myself out off the drugs and then try 

and go back and see my kids when I’m better” 

looking for love but finding a shag instead’

“I just felt like this is mine, this is my opportunity to love and 

be loved and that’s all I thought about, I didn’t think about 

the consequences, I didn’t think how tough it was going to 

be..”



“Being a mother and using heroin, you’re a real piece of shit, 

you know what I mean?” 

“I’m a good parent now and I have been for a long time”. 

“And he’s the best thing that’s ever happened to me, I love 

him to death, I love my daughter but I mean I love my son, 

that was hard for me, and that was my second chance…” 



Crime and Associated Behaviour 

“Luckily, I got away with something so no, I haven’t got a 

criminal record” 

not

“… waiting for the police to knock the door to say…your kids 

am dead at so an’ so  time of overdose …or your 

daughter’s a prostitute…selling herself for crack …I was very 

lucky that I stopped before I got to that stage…” 



“…  ask me to do sexual things for money really 

erm, sometimes I’d be really strung out and I didn’t want to 

do things, erm, but he used to play games really for hours 

sometimes…then I’d do whatever, and then he’d throw money 

at me like I was piece of shit… 

‘Point Break’



“.. My mate says ‘lets do that’ like what we were watching on 

the telly, and I was yeah come on then, we had some replica 

guns…We just got them and a replica hand grenade and we 

went down the post office in  walked in, 

pulled the guns out and said to the woman gizz

money…

“…at the time it didn’t bother me, I was that off me 

head on drugs, I was that much of a mess, I had no realisation 

of what was going on like, it was only like when I was a year into 

my sentence that I realised I’d been given a big sentence and 

how young I was…” 



Table 6 - Summary of the Subordinate Theme 3 illustrated by participant quotes 

Subordinate Theme 4 - Crime and Associated Behaviour

Theme Components Example Quote 

“My dad abused me… I was adopted when I was 
younger and he abused me… he abused my sister also, 
who wasn’t his child, it was my mom’s previous 
partners child and he abused me…that spoilt my 
life…”

“..an older relative…was sexually abusive towards 
me…while babysitting…” – 

“..he used to batter me, mentally, 
physically…batter the hell out of me…”  - 

“..then I stabbed 3 people when I was younger 
I was getting kicked round the floor for about 30 
minutes, 25 more and I had a flick knife…” – 

“.. I think I did about 2 or 3 burglaries and then I did an 
armed robbery because I was using crack a lot and I 
was spending about 200, 300 pound a day I had to get a 
lot of money from somewhere so I ended up doing an 
armed robbery…” - 

“..you feel shit about the things that you do…, I stole off 
people I love… hundreds of pounds off my mom, I stole 
out of my son’s bank account because that’s what it is, 
stealing… So I was pinching quite a bit, I fucking hated 
shoplifting I have to say er, but... it’s almost a checklist 
in your mind of things you won’t do, and then you start 
to tick the things you won’t do off…” – 

“…for me at the minute it’s not a case of stopping 
myself feeling bad because I’ve got my script so really 
I do it for the buzz of it you know…for the 
fun of it…” – 



“No and yet there were people who heard what I was 

doing, they done it for a week and they got caught… that’s 

what stopped me…” 



“I’d never ever do it again…I was scared shitless” 

‘blank things out, bad things and that’

“….an older relative erm, was sexually abusive towards 

me… while babysitting… it was a bit of a dark secret for a 

long time… I was always aware that I was quite frightened 

and quite shy as a kid…I didn’t like adults, the only two 

people that I … was me with was my mom and dad…” – 



“…he was punching me for smiling because he said I was 

tecking  the mickey outta  him, so the next night I’d 

go home and look at him again and the next thing I’d know, 

he’d be punching me again… for not looking at him and for 

not smiling” 

“I found out when I was 24 that he wasn’t their real dad, my 

brothers…he was only my real dad…now he hated me, I 

mean hated me, used to batter me, mentally, physically batter 

me, never sexually…batter the hell out of me” 



“…she used to come up to kiss me goodnight said why are 

you crying? And I’d tell her why because Dad had done this, 

Dad had done that, then she’d go downstairs and I’d hear 

them rowing…then what did she do? Storm out, then the next 

thing I heard was the footsteps coming back up to batter me 

for telling, so I didn’t tell in the end” 

Professional Contact 

I was covered in bruises 

And what did they do about it Laurie? 

Nothing, they wanted me to tape him 



“…I sort of explained a little bit and erm, she listened and 

that but erm, at the end of what I had to say she said well, 

don’t let me ever see you behave like that again and I just 

thought fuck off, you haven’t listened…” 



“…if I stupidly went there..., because its on all your records 

that you’re a…drug user… he would bypass whatever I said 

and talk about my heroin use erm, and I’d think I’m not even 

here for that and he would say things like you know, what you 

doing to your family and you know and I used to feel like shit 

you know, real shit..” 

“… sometimes I used to get works stuck, needles stuck in my 

groin an’ I wouldn’t go to the doctors if I had a works stuck in 

there, I’d try and cut it out myself …” 

“There was one psychiatric nurse… they all treated me really 

well but she talked to me and she took interest and she could 

see things that I couldn’t see and I think that’s the thing that 

make me think well, I could go back there” 



“…it’s helpful yeah, speak to Helen, talk about your 

problems and that…and talk about ideas which can prevent 

things from happening and stuff…” 



“I just feel like a totally different person… still got trouble 

hanging over my head but that’s it, I gotta deal with it” 

“start acting my age”.



Table 7 – Summary of subordinate theme 5 illustrated by participant quotes 

Subordinate Theme 5 - Professional Contact

Theme
Components

Example Quote 

“…, I was in the police station and the desk sergeant said 
would you be interested in this

she said you need to start growing up, she 
said you shouldn’t be doing these things at your age…”  -

“…they’ve give me respect… I’ve asked them… an’ 
they’ve answered me without me feeling like I’m a little 
person an’ they’re the big person…”  -  

 “…people like Clare  have helped me change 
my way of thinking, it’s not all about just going and 
getting hammered and forgetting about it for the day 
because it’s still there tomorrow…”  - 

“… she said you can talk to me anytime and tell me 
anything you want…but I can’t…”

“…when I was  pregnant I went to see my Doctor because I 
felt like I was withdrawing...  Don’t be silly, you’ve 
got a cold…but I knew that baby was having it off me…I 
didn’t have a bloody cold, I knew a cold from withdrawing, 
I’m a drug addict for God’s sake…” – 

“… an’ you wait for 12 months for that person and then 
when you get it, you don’t click…”  - 

“…I went to see a counsellor erm, for about a year and 
that really, really helped…”  - 

“I told the geography teacher…I was covered in bruises… 
nothing…”



“Yeah and if you doe  get on with one, you can try 

another one the following week…You know, you can’t have 

one psychologist to a place this big…You could have 4 

here”

Reflection 
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Figure 2 – Trajectory of Drug use and Offending for Male Participants 
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